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Eligibility For Deck Cadets For B.Tech For Engine Cadets

Age For Class XII: Not less than 17 years & Not more than 
20 years as on date of commencement of the course 

For B.Sc. in PCM or Electronics: Not more than 22 
years as on date of commencement of the course 

For B.E./B. Tech. Degree from I.I.T or a college 
recognized by AICTE: Not more than 25 years as on 
date of commencement of the course 

Not less than 17 years & Not more than 20 
years as on date of commencement of the 
course

Not more than 25 years as on date of 
commencement of the course

Marital Status Unmarried

Academic Results should be obtained at FIRST ATTEMPT All 
Boards (Class XII): 
Minimum Percentage – 60% 
PCM minimum – 60% (Physics &Maths Min 60% each)
(For Andhra Pradesh & Kerala State Boards, separate 
board exams held for each class(11th & 12th) & hence, 
aggregate of both marks are considered) 

BSc: Degree in Physics/ Chemistry/ Mathematics/ 
Electronics with minimum 55% in final year along with 
Min 55% in PCM in Class XII 

BE (Mechanical) Engineering: Degree from an AICTE/
UGC Deemed University Approved Institute with min 
55% in final year 

All Boards (Class XII): 
Minimum Percentage – 60% 
PCM minimum – 60% (Physics &Maths Min 
60% each) 
(For Andhra Pradesh & Kerala State Boards, 
separate board exams held for each 
class(11th & 12th) & hence, aggregate of both 
marks are considered) 

Graduation in BE (Mechanical) Engineering from 
an AICTE approved Institute with a minimum 
marks of 55% in final year. 
Candidate must clear his BE/ B.Tech in 4 years 
only

Numbers of ATKTs / Arrears / Repeats / “E” 
grades obtained during the entire degree 
programme: Not more than six attempts

Medical Physically fit and meet the standards laid out by DG Shipping*

Language English shall be one of the subjects with minimum marks scored 50% in class X or XII

Eyesight No Colour Blindness , 6/6 vision in better eye and 
maximum permissible up to 6/9 in the other eye 
(without visual aids)

No Colour Blindness, Use of corrective lenses permitted but the maximum permissible limits, at 
entry are 6/12 in each eye or 6/9 in the better eye and 6/18 in the other eye for Distant Unaided 
Vision. ( As given in M.S. Act, Medical Examinations, Annexure B.)

IMU - CET Candidates must clear IMU-CET N.A

For more information on what we have to offer and downloading the application form, please visit our website at

www.samundra.com or contact us at the following:

Email } admission.sims@samundra.com  I  Tel } MUMBAI/LONAVALA: 02114399500/516/ 9359632520/ 967399827 DELHI: 91-11-49882700/ 9899332650 

CHANDIGARH: 91-160-6667777/ 6284456328 CHENNAI: 91-484-4151777-8/ 8428006602 COCHIN: 91-484-4151777-8/ 8943312890 

PATNA/KOLKATA: 91-612-3223692/ 612-3222622/ 8051808332

INVITES APPLICATION FOR:
} 1-YEAR GRADUATE MARINE ENGINEERING (GME) - SEP 2020 BATCH

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India & The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA)

- One year training in Marine Engineering at SIMS, Lonavala which includes
- 6 months hands-on practical training in the Ship-in-Campus
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

} 1 YEAR DECK CADETS (DNS) - OCT 2020 BATCH
Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India, The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA), and 
affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- One year Diploma in Applied Nautical Science at SIMS, Lonavala
- Minimum 18 months of practical shipboard training before 2nd Mate’s examination

} 4 YEAR B.TECH. (MARINE ENGINEERING) – OCT 2020 BATCH
Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India and affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- Four years B.Tech Marine Engineering course at SIMS, Lonavala
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

*Approved Educational Loans from IDBI, SBI & other Nationalised Banks available! *Scholarships available basis SIMS entrance test and first semester results.

“100% in-house placement on ESM-managed vessels upon successful completion of the course”

SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
A Training Commitment of Executive Ship Management Pte Ltd (ESM), Singapore
(Certified by leading maritime classification society, DNV GL, Germany for ISO 9001:2008)

INVITES APPLICATION FOR:

▸ 1-YEAR GRADUATE MARINE ENGINEERING (GME) - MAR 2023 BATCH

▸ 1 YEAR DECK CADETS (DNS) - FEB 2023 BATCH

▸ 4 YEAR B.TECH. (MARINE ENGINEERING) – AUG 2023 BATCH

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India
- One year training in Marine Engineering at SIMS, Lonavala which includes
- 6 months hands-on practical training in the Ship-in-Campus
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India, and affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- One year Diploma in Applied Nautical Science at SIMS, Lonavala
- Minimum 18 months of practical shipboard training before 2nd Mate’s examination

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India and affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- Four years B.Tech Marine Engineering course at SIMS, Lonavala
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

Eligibility For Deck Cadets For B.Tech For Engine Cadets For ETO Officers

Age For Class XII: Not less than 17 years & Not more than
20 years as on date of commencement of the course
For B.Sc. in PCM or Electronics: Not more than 22
years as on date of commencement of the course
For B.E./B. Tech. Degree from I.I.T or a college
recognized by AICTE: Not more than 25 years as on
date of commencement of the course

Not less than 17 years & 
Not more than 20 years 
as on date of commence-
ment of the
course

Not more than 25 
years as on date of 
commencement of the 
course

Not more than 28 years as on date of 
commencement of the course

Marital Status Unmarried

Academic Results should be obtained at FIRST ATTEMPT
All Boards (Class XII):
Minimum Aggregate Percentage - 60%
Minimum PCM aggregate - 60%
Minimum score in Physics & Maths individually-50%
Minimum aggregate for Physics & Maths - 60%
For Andhra Pradesh & Kerala State boards: 11th &
12th aggregate marks will be considered for the
above mentioned criteria.

BSc: Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry or Electronics
with Physics as individual subject in one of the years,
with an average of not less than 55% of marks in final
year & 60% marks over all. Candidate should also
secure min 55% marks in PCM in Class XII.

BE (Mechanical) Engineering: Degree from an
AICTE/UGC Deemed University Approved Institute
with min 55% in final year

Results should be ob-
tained at FIRST ATTEMPT 
All Boards (Class XII):
Minimum Aggregate 
Percentage - 60%
Minimum PCM aggregate 
- 60%
Minimum score in Physics 
& Maths individually-50%
Minimum aggregate for 
Physics & Maths - 60%

For Andhra Pradesh & 
Kerala State boards:
11th & 12th aggregate 
marks will be considered 
for the above mentioned 
criteria

B.Tech or BE in 
Mechanical Engineering 
/ Mechanical 
and Automation 
Engineering / 
Mechanical and 
Electronics Engineering 
recognized by AICTE/ 
UGC Deemed University 
approved Institute 
during the entire 
duration of engineering 
with a minimum marks 
of 55% in final year.

12th Class board approved by Ministry of 
HRD, Govt. of India  

Class 12th subjects must include Physics, 
Chemistry & Maths  

Academic: 
Degree in Electrical Engineering, 
Electronics Engineering, Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering, Electronics and 
Telecommunication/ Communication 
Engineering, or Electronics and 
Instrumentation or equivalent 
recognized by AICTE/ UGC Deemed 
University approved Institute during 
the entire duration of engineering with 
minimum marks of 55% in final year. 

Completion of the degree in 4 years 
from the date of admission.  

Numbers of ATKTs / Arrears / Repeats 
/ Fail subjects during the entire degree 
programme: Not more than 6. 

Medical Physically fit and meet the standards laid out by DG Shipping*

Language English shall be one of the subjects with minimum marks scored 50% in class X or XII

Eyesight No Colour Blindness , 6/6 vision in better eye and
maximum permissible up to 6/9 in the other eye
(without visual aids)

No Colour Blindness, Use of corrective lenses permitted but the maximum permissible limits, at 
entry are 6/12 in each eye or 6/9 in the better eye and 6/18 in the other eye for Distant Unaided
Vision. (As given in M.S. Act, Medical Examinations, Annexure B.)

Passport Candidate must be in possession of a valid passport prior to joining the course

IMU - CET Candidates must clear IMU-CET N.A

“100% in-house placement on ESM-managed vessels upon successful completion of the course”
*Approved Educational Loans from IDBI, SBI & other Nationalised Banks available! *Scholarships available basis SIMS entrance test and first semester results.

For more information on what we have to offer and downloading the application form, please visit our website at

www.samundra.com or contact us at the following:
Email ▸ admission.sims@samundra.com  Tel ▸ MUMBAI/LONAVALA: 02114399500/516/ 8408920869  DELHI: 8017358821

CHANDIGARH: 8017358821 CHENNAI: 91-484-4151777-8/ 7736937755 COCHIN: 91-484-4151777-8/ 7736937755 PATNA/KOLKATA: 8017358821
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Capt. D. Kishore
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

Editorial Note
What lies in future? For us, and for the planet and the shipping industry that we belong to? 
Crystal ball or Tarot card ? Well, neither made any predictions for the maritime industry as 
we see today - an industry that has evolved over the centuries from the wooden oar to the 
present high technology ships of steel and computers,  all in line with the requirements 
of the society. Size of ships, tonnage, type of ships, fleet size and the modus operandi –  
every aspect so perfectly aligned  to cater to the demands and necessities of the society. 

This issue of Samundra Spirit  is making a humble attempt to look at the future of the industry 
without a crystal ball. But the idea is to talk about the changes happening now, and the role that 
a training institute like SIMS could adopt for the betterment of the maritime sector as a whole.

Capt. Anuradha Jha, a seasoned master mariner, is candid in reminding the challenges of the 
mega ships vis a vis the infrastructure available and the requisite training to sail those giant ships. 
Overlooking her warning would be a risk the industry can indulge in only on its own peril.

That brings us to the need for an appropriate futuristic curriculum for our future generation of 
seafarers being trained at maritime institutes around the globe. It’s time the authorities take heed 
to the fervent call for bringing in changes in the curriculum in line with the advent of modern 
technology in shipping, as without change there would not be manpower that is competent to keep 
pace with the rapid changes in the industry. Capt Subhendu Hati, Vice Principal, emphasises this 
aspect in his article “Maritime Training- Urgent need for Futuristic Curriculum”.

However, the good news is that SIMS has all along  realised the importance of imparting 
futuristic training and adopting state-of-the-art technologies for achieving excellent training 
outcomes, many a time over and above that is stipulated by statutory bodies, and Mr. Biju Baben, 
Dean, Engineering  provides a peek into the training methodology at SIMS and outlines how 
the passionate and committed teachers and trainers  in a conducive environment produce the  
best cadet. 

The challenges of dealing with the GenZ is universal. But Capt. Manab Kumar Sarmah may have 
tips to overcome that challenge - after all it’s part of his day to day experience.

Talking about future without mentioning technology, and that too overlooking the hot topic of 
digitization, is a blunder that we don’t intend to commit. Capt. Hanoz Billimoria in his article takes 
us through the process of digitalization of our industry. In the same context, the article of Physics 
lecturer Mr. Abhijit Shinde on the device made in SIMS to demonstrate the characteristics and 
suitability of  photodetector is what highlights the superiority and preparedness of SIMS training 
in embracing technology to the hilt.

Overall, SIMS stands tenaciously to improve and progress consistently - keeping in mind the 
future advancements in the industry - and yes, we echo the Japanese saying “Nana Korobi,ya 
oki” as advised by “K” Line, India’s Mr. Takeshi Sutani while addressing the graduating cadets on 
30th September at the Lonavala campus.

Apart from these thought-provoking contributions, there are plenty other equally interesting 
futuristic articles, regular features that include the proud moments of the graduating ceremonies, 
reports of science projects, and campus news to keep you abreast of SIMS life and activities.

We sincerely thank our readers who send us their comments and 
suggestions. Please continue to do so as it motivates us to improve the 
publication.

Finally, on behalf of the editorial team, let me wish you all a very happy and 
cheerful Diwali.

Be safe and  be happy…
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Samundra Spirit is a quarterly in-house 
magazine produced by Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private 
circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or 
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at: 
samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish 
your letters/articles or an edited version of it 
in all print & electronic media.
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Over two decades of my association with Executive Ship Management (ESM), I have been a witness to the 
growth of the company and its group companies. It is an honour and pride to see each company growing 
towards Executive Group vision to be a Leading Maritime Organization providing solutions to diverse 
range of shipping requirements across the globe. 

I have seen SIMS from its inception, and it was an honour to be part of the ground-breaking ceremony of 
SIMS Lonavala on 4th October 2004. Today, SIMS sets standards for maritime education while delivering 
world class training.

I recall a time when the Founders of Executive Group chose establishing its world class maritime training 
facilities over the parent company’s own expansion. The vision was to develop Human Capital needed 
to operate its fleet of vessels under ship management. From laying the concrete foundation, to cadets in 
training on campus, to grooming them as Officers and now as Captain and Chief Engineers onboard ESM-
managed vessels, it is heartening to see the future leaders progress successfully along this path. 

The building blocks and values of ESM and SIMS remain forever entwined – passion for excellence, safety 
and discipline, innovation, and a commitment to develop world class seafarers. This culture instilled in 
Cadets at SIMS has seen about 4500 of them successfully passing out from the campus till date, and over 
75% of our officers currently onboard ESM ships are from SIMS. With the steady growth of other Group 
Companies, our Cadets are also exposed to cross functional experience within the different maritime 
services on offer such as ship repair and maintenance (Arc Marine), Offshore management services 
(Executive Offshore) and much more. In fact, SIMS cadets have now progressed from being chief engineers 
and masters on board ESM ships to join the shore team as Superintendents, overseeing the overall ship 
management operations as a business practice. Indeed, proud moments for both SIMS and ESM!

Undoubtedly as Cadets at SIMS, you have been provided the best of the facilities a maritime institute 
has to offer, that has instilled an unparalleled confidence to take on the next step of your career onboard. 
Your learning journey continues as you join ESM managed fleet wherein you will be enrolled in special 
mentorship programme to ensure that, we guide you in every step of your journey to becoming world class 
seafarers and leaders. 

All the best and safe sailing!

Lancy Dsouza 
Director, HR & Crew

Executive Group

A Message from Mr. Lancy Dsouza



Overcoming Challenges from the Mega Ships

Last year, I was monitoring one exercise 
on bridge simulator, during Bridge Team 
Management (BTM) course. One 20k TEU 
container ship was required to be taken 
to port of Felixstowe, without a pilot. The 
team grounded the vessel twice. After 
the class was over, I decided to try that 
out myself, and grounded, yet again. I 
tried the exercise with different speeds, 
wheel over points, rate of turn, yet without 
success. Then, I tried at very slow speed, 
used bow thrusters, and only then, I could  
finally succeed…

While sailing as a chief officer, on a 4.5K 
TEU container ship, I found her better in 
manoeuvring as compared to my 
previous ship, which was a Suezmax 
tanker. Felixstowe was a regular port 
for us. But taking a 20k container ship, 
does need a lot of skill and patience, 
and exposure to real time training 
on such ships is always better than 
simulator based. 

As tankers grew in size, SBMs (Single 
Buoy Moorings) came as big relief. 
But with growing size of container 
ships, we need to study are we really 
preparing port infrastructure for accepting such 
ships? At some places, it may be possible to 
increase the width of the channel, or turning 
basins, but in most of the ports, it may not 
be practical or feasible. While bigger ships 
are effectively used for making transoceanic 
voyages, wherein the economy of scale does 
wonders in reducing the transportation costs. 
However, for safety reasons, smaller ships 
may be used for coastal passages and calling 
ports where there is restriction in ship’s size. 

Maritime technology is at a new high, 
bigger and better vessels are being built for 
traversing across the seas and oceans across 
the globe – rich and poor countries. But are 
we even considering these, to make our ships 
better  equipped for safer voyages? Of course, 
training for handling such ships is a pre-
requisite. But isn’t relying completely on skilled 
human resources only, is giving us just one 
barrier, to ensure safe navigation of VLCVs 

(Very Large Container Vessels)? For having 
the sustainable profits, we need to ensure zero 
accidents. We need to review our system of 
handling these giants as well as improving on 
infrastructure.

The case of 20k TEU, Ever Given, stuck 
diagonally in the Suez Canal, last year, 
blocking major trade route for almost a 
week, made headlines everywhere. The 
major shipping routes like Malacca strait, 
Suez Canal, Panama Canal or the ports and 
harbours are still of the same size, only the 
depths could be increased. But these act as 
major choke points for the global transportation 
especially if there is any obstruction, severely 
disrupting the supply chain. All that we have 
been doing is dredge the channels. Have we 
ever considered the minimum width of channel 
as compared to the length of the vessel? What 
are the risks involved? A vessel, 400 meters 
in length, gets stuck in a channel which is 200 

meters in width. That leaves us room for a 
deviation in heading by 30 deg.

Bringing in a policy to put some limitation on 
vessels’ lengths compared to the width of 
channel is needed, unless additional measures, 
like tugs for assistance, are in place. Ports, 
channels, etc. need to be widened too, and not 
only dredged. After Ever Given incident, Suez 
Canal authority has already started working 
for it, as the consequences are already right 
in front of us. 

The minimum range of visibility is an issue 
in these ships. When the ships are turning 
in congested basins, in port, it is difficult to 
judge the clearances at times. The monitoring 
of clearances, while turning, should be done, 
using some sensor, rather than by some rough 
estimate by the officers on mooring stations. If 
we can have such technology in our cars, why 
not for ships?

Capt. Anuradha Jha
Nautical Faculty 
SIMS, Mumbai

Additionally, research needs to be done, to 
improve the manoeuvring of these ships. The 
performance of Twin-screw in these ships 
should be explored. They can be extremely 
useful in reducing the turning circle of the 
vessels. It is believed that the inboard twin 
screw vessels are better fuel efficient too, 
however the research on the same is still 
progressing. The tugs used in ports need to 
upgrade as well. More powerful tugs may be 
required in ports for bigger vessels. These 
ships have very high windage area, and it may 
become difficult to handle such ships, when 
the weather deteriorates. More reliable system 
of weather monitoring is crucial, and vessels 
shall be equipped with reliable weather  
routing systems.

We also need to weigh the profitability of such 
ships, in more realistic way. These mega 
ships are profitable because of their size. 
One 24k TEU can accommodate containers 

from three 8k TEU ships. The two 
major expenses for running a vessel 
are bunkers and crew wages. While 
the bunker expenses for one giant 
vessel would be far less than thrice the 
bunker consumption for the smaller 
ship, crew wages will have to be 
paid only for one set of people. Other 
expenses like insurance, drydocking, 
repairs, etc. also would be far less for 
one giant vessel, as compared to three 
smaller ones. But these ships would 
run profitably, only if all the slots are 

booked within the scheduled time. Mega ships 
partially filled would be disastrous. 

Ports are also struggling with these mega ships. 
Many ports don’t have gantries of suitable 
reach for the increasing width of the ships. In 
fact, considering the port infrastructure, very 
few ports may be fully equipped to handle  
such ships. 

Hence, simply magnifying the container 
ships is not good enough. It needs to be 
complemented by better technologies for ship 
handling, better port infrastructure and most 
importantly, better training. We are only looking 
at the cost saving in transportation, but the 
cost incurred in upgrading the infrastructure, 
and the risks involved are often disregarded, 
while checking the profitability of the mega 
ships in a rather simplistic way. 
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Capt. Subhendu Hati 
Vice Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Maritime Training - Urgent Need for Futuristic 
Curriculum

Being actively involved in the field of 
Maritime Training for more than a decade 
now, both in teaching and administrative 
capacities, I had an opportunity to reflect 
with some degree of concern on its 
effectiveness, especially with regard to 
meeting the set objectives. 

All of us would agree a good training outcome 
entails making the current generation of 
seafarers future-ready. They should be 
competent enough to safely and efficiently man 
the merchant ships embedded with the most 
modern technology, and going a step farther, 
should be prepared to embrace any rapid shift 
in technology with equal ease as well. In this 
connection, many a time I have wondered 
whether the Maritime Training Industry is on 
the right track - and have realized with alarm 
that it might not be the case – at least in a  
few instances.

To draw a parallel, let me introduce the 
concept of Cross Track Error. In navigation 
parlance, Cross Track Error, commonly known 
as XTE, basically measures the distance 
the vessel is to one side of the straight line 
between two waypoints. An increased XTE, 
therefore, shows the ineffectiveness or the 
absence of corrective action. Even though the 
term is commonly used in Navigation, when 
viewed upon as an undesirable deviation 
from the set process it is equally applicable 
to any other process. Maritime Education and 
Training (MET) is no exception. It is worthwhile 
to introspect every now and then whether we 
are indeed deviating, and if yes, what could be 
the remedy.

It is an undeniable fact that the 4th Industrial 
Revolution has silently set in, the buzzword 
being Industry 4.0.

Connected machines - capturing a large 
amount of information and using those data to 
develop Artificial Intelligence - are the order of 
the day in the present-day industry. We need 
to wake up to the fact that the machines are no 
longer dumb! More and more Equipment on 
board is now being intelligently supported by 

data and updates. Imagine a machine on board 
capable of making a predictive analysis of the 
maximum angle-of-roll the ship is expected 
to experience on a particular voyage, thanks 
to the capability to process a large amount of 
collected data on the vessel behaviour under 
different conditions of loading and weather.  
Wouldn’t that be a wonderful tool to have!?

Is Maritime Education & Training at the 
grassroot level being made to evolve at the 
same pace? Or is the XTE increasing due to 
delayed or improper corrective action? 

They say that change is the only constant. Skill 
and Knowledge acquired 20 years back were 
indeed essential and valuable in that decade. 
But in today’s date, due to vast and rapid 
technological changes in the professional 
arena, most of those technologies might 
have become redundant. Sticking to the 
same old knowledge and skills would make 
one lose ties with modern practices. Such a 
bank of obsolete knowledge might only be 
useful to historians who research trends in  
knowledge creation! 

Constant monitoring of such shifts in status 
(of skill and knowledge) is, therefore, 
something that emerges as a vital focus for 
the curriculum and model course developers 
in the field of Maritime Training. Whether the 
skill and knowledge of present-day marine 
professionals are in sync with the needs of the 
industry will invariably be determined by the 
curriculum in vogue in the Maritime Training 
Institutes. The curriculum setters, if biased 
with the Old is Gold theory, will inadvertently or 
otherwise cause the baggage from yesteryears 
to be carried till it becomes unbearable, and at 
times dangerous. Unfortunately, irreversible 
damage will be done to the shipping industry 
by the time such a realization dawns on those 
who count.

Last month the largest nautical chart producer, 
UKHO, informed the world they are closing 
their paper chart shop. This is a clear 
indication that ships will now be free of paper 
charts. Therefore, it is the necessity of the hour 
that the culture of ECDIS is allowed to set in 
right from the beginning of cadet training. But 
the grand old paper charts still rule the roost, 
though the curriculum of cadet training has 
included ECDIS in bits and pieces. If Chartwork 
is a full-fledged subject in any curriculum and 
is taught for entire semesters, one cannot be 

faulted for wondering why training on ECDIS is 
just a modular course, trying to jam-pack the 
entire concept to a span of 5 days?

The good old Sextant still finds a place in all 
deck cadets’ curriculum. The Universities 
still recommend textbooks those talk about 
Chronometer time. It is high time these topics 
are archived and shifted to the Institutes’ 
libraries.  Barring a passing mention in the 
current curriculum, these are now best suited 
for the researchers who study the evolution of 
Navigational Practices. 

There are many such examples where we find 
academic curricula are not dynamic enough to 
meet the ever-changing trends of the industry. 
It wouldn’t be out of place to mention here that 
the curriculum of Engineers’ training does not 
have enough focus on many modern trends 
in technology, including the advent of dual-
fuel Engines. Therefore, there indeed exists a 
concern  that the training of future mariners is 
currently proceeding with a Cross Track Error. 
It is the need of the hour that the curriculum 
is futuristic and caters to the ever-changing 
trends of the industry.

Value-added modular training is an obvious 
solution, but is not as effective as it could be 
if the topics are taught and assessed at the 
graduation level. Although there is no violation 
from the STCW point of view, it will not be 
prudent to stick to just attaining the minimum 
requirements stated in the convention, 
especially when we are pledged to producing 
quality seafarers.

At SIMS, we tackle this Cross Track Error with 
additional training. On completion of curricular 
training all SIMS cadets spend extra time to 
bridge the gap between the set syllabus and the 
modern practices. It takes extra time and effort, 
but then quality cannot be compromised, and 
it is worth the effort. Special training modules 
are developed on the EPSS (Electronic 
Performance Support System) platform for 
this purpose. Going ahead SIMS will continue 
to meet the challenges of the continuously 
evolving technologies by developing training 
modules those are far exceeding the syllabus 
needs, while doing all that is possible from our 
end to align the Maritime Training Curriculum 
with the dynamic nature of the modern day 
shipping industry. 
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The International Maritime Organization 
(IMO) and the world shipping industry 
recognize the significance of structured 
training in building a highly competent pool 
of future maritime professionals. While the 
International Convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping 
for Seafarers (STCW) provides the broader 
guidelines and sets minimum qualification 
standards, a lot is left to the Maritime 
Training Institutes to ensure that a strong 
foundation of knowledge and skills is 
laid right in the early days of an aspiring 
seafarer’s life. 

The mantra for success to  a large extent lies 
in the methodologies adopted. A lot depends 
on the approach and an unmatched passion 
to deliver, and this is where SIMS, since the 
days of its inception, has distinguished itself as 
a leader. Right from creating the ideal training 
infrastructure, developing state-of-the-art 
methodologies, and building and maintaining 
a pool of expert faculty, the Institute has 
been a paragon of excellence in the field of  
maritime training. 

The list below is by no means exhaustive, but 
it will still provide the esteemed reader with 
a few examples of outstanding commitment  
from SIMS.

• The Ship-in-Campus - a towering 
marvel in steel – the cradle for nurturing a 
generation of highly competent seafarers.

• The Free Fall Lifeboat training facility – 
one of its kind in the country.

• The Integrated Gas Tanker Simulator 
(IGTS) – a rare amalgam of the simulating 
software with real Gas Tanker hardware.

• The Blended Learning – A novel 
philosophy which blends all that is good 
in traditional teaching with the very best 
in modern technology to provide a training 
methodology that is unparalleled. SIMS 
is proud to be the forerunner in bringing 
about this revolutionary change in the field 
of maritime education and training.

We at SIMS recognize that the learning 
process should be student-centric, and not 

by any means teacher-centric. A good trainer 
would always strive to identify the barriers to 
learning outcomes and address those hurdles 
as a first step. 

We can draw many parallels from the basic 
principles of everyday life. Just like air 
entrapped in a hydraulic system interrupts the 
flow and interferes with the proceedings, there 
could be blocks in the training process that 
impede the smooth transfer of knowledge and 
skill.  And just like the hydraulic system needs 
to be purged of air to ensure smooth fluid flow, 
all barriers to learning should be eliminated to 
achieve training excellence. 

The importance of the role of the Maritime 
Institute and that of the faculty can never be 
overstated. Let me illustrate this point with an 
analogy that most of us can relate to. 
In an engine, the crankshaft (the component 
that delivers power) is supported by the main 
bearings, while the bearings themselves are 
supported by the bed plate.

The Trinitarian functioning of SIMS that 
involves the Trainees, the Faculty, and the 
right training Environment can be viewed 
upon in similar light. While the Trainee is 
like the Crankshaft - the ultimate output, the 
faculty functions as the bearing that provides 
support, round the clock. The right training 
environment - which is the interface between 
the faculty and the trainee - can be equated to 
the clearance space  between the crankshaft 
and the bearing. Like an optimum clearance 
space is pivotal to the smooth functioning of 

the engine, a conducive training environment 
is the key to acquiring requisite competencies. 

SMS stands tall as the foundation - the Bed 
Plate - with  the training and subsequent 
seagoing career of its cadets secure within 
its strong pillars. It also is instrumental in 
providing the right training environment, and 
supports the faculty, as a Bed Plate would 
support a bearing.

Every training session is like a combustion 
process in which tremendous energy is 
released, and in order to harness this energy, it 
is necessary to position the trainee optimally -  
like a piston at TDC, poised to receive the input 
power in full measure.  In Engines, the piston 
and crankshaft movements are synchronized, 
but the connecting rod is changing its 
angularity perpetually in order to produce the 
torque to keep the engine running. Similarly, 
the trainees at SIMS are encouraged to think 
out of the box and to innovate, rather thinking 
in a straight line all the while. This helps to 
develop peripheral vision and brings them up 
as true leaders.

Achieving desired training outcomes every 
single time is not an act that can be pulled out 
of a hat. Success to a great extent depends 
on a multitude of variables, and the trick is 
finding and maintaining the right admixture 
wherein all components – the crankshaft 
(trainee), the clearance space (right training 
environment), the bearing (faculty) and the 
bedplate (Institute) – are synchronized and 
work in perfect harmony to create magic! 

Biju Baben
Dean, Marine Engineering
SIMS Lonavala

Training at SIMS – an Engine Analogy
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The Cormorant, the Gull, and the Petrel visited me quite often
But never did the Albatross  I have been waiting for.

There was still time for the sun to settle
and I waited in the forecastle deck for the Albatross,

from The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.
The night embraced the bay, the sky flaunted its glitters.

The cosmic sky, the treacherous ocean, the turbulent mind
 races to anchor the life, clad in white born a mariner.

The race is never easy,
as the turquoise ocean, which hides perilous surprises in its depth.

After the storm, the blue ocean seems serene,
the waves whisper about the sunken ships and the lost marines.
But the phenomenal escapes will be remembered by the waves.

The gold and silver buried deep inside
The fathom, which can never be touched

Still, he sails, sails and sails to conquer the world 
No mariner stops sailing in fear of the hidden danger

He sails, he sails till the horizon.
Take the oar, row the lifeboat

Often look into the limpid waters
to introspect, to rejuvenate

The Mariner’s Dream

Adapt to Training Needs of the Future

Recent changes and future developments 
in the maritime industry have put 
pressure on officers and crew members 
to remain abreast of new technologies 
while maintaining old skills. Any change 
comes with some kind of resistance, and a 
transition like this requires an adjustment 
of mind-sets to accept and adapt to the 
change. The recent changes call for a 
paradigm shift in the way vessels are 
operated and a consequent transformation 
in training methodologies.

While embracing these revolutionary and 
unprecedented changes, we need to ensure the 
basic practices and protocols are not forgotten 
in the course of this rapid evolution. We will 
do well to remember that the fundamentals 
do not change, they would forever remain 
as strong pillars of seafaring profession. In 
other words, it is not the end, but the means 
that need to undergo a quick transformation. 
The next generation of mariners will need to 
possess not only the traditional skills of good 
seamanship but also the new skills of the 
automated workspace. 

This is not the first time the shipping industry 
is going through a major transition. The 
implementation of the ISM code in 1998 was 
one of the major transitions we have witnessed 
in the past. Initially, ISM was accepted as 
a legal framework for the implementation 
of safety systems which were already put in 
place by many shipping companies. 

I can very vividly remember making 
preparations for the maiden ISM audit onboard 
the vessel I was then sailing on. The crew of 
the ship hesitated somewhat to accept and 
acclimatize to the shift since the advent of ISM 
was perceived by many as a ‘necessary evil’ – 
not a very healthy way of embracing change, 
I’d rather say. The majority of the reforms in 
the shipping industry, especially with regard to 
safety, were formalised and legislated for the 
ships to remain in business, and there was no 
way out since the provisions in the Code were 
made mandatory.

In the recent past, the advent of ECDIS 
brought new challenges in terms of training 

and familiarisation, which the officers have 
adapted to fairly well, despite the usual 
initial hiccups. However, once accepted 
as an extremely useful tool, there is now 
overwhelming evidence of over-reliance on 
ECDIS. This development has led to a scenario 
where the officers are facing the risk of losing 
touch with the traditionally tested and proven 
bridge watchkeeping practices, like proficiency 
in the use of Radar/ARPA, and other Nav aids 
available in the wheelhouse.

Gearing up for the future there is an immediate 
need to make a comprehensive appraisal 
of the existing training system to weed out 
the redundant and repetitive topics from all 
disciplines. While charting out the future 
training needs in the industry, three main 
drivers of change need to be highlighted:
1.  Automation and Digitization;
2. Focus on Sustainable Environment 

Processes; 
3.  Emphasis on Soft Skills (Human Element) 

From the status of an industry which lagged 
behind most of the other industries in terms of 
utilization of modern technology, the maritime 
sector is now transitioning itself  into a high-
tech industry with an international pool of highly 
skilled workforce. Therefore, new skills in IT, 
digital and mechanical systems (e.g., Electro-
Technical Officers), as well as a quiver full  of 
soft skills, will be required to complement the 
traditional skills one already possesses.

It is obvious that as ships get more sophisticated, 
we probably cannot continue to operate in 
the same manner as in the past. Emerging 
trends must be taken into consideration while 
developing training programs and delivery 
methods. There is an increasing need for 
the industry to coordinate with scholars, 
decision-makers, and technology partners to 
build sustainable processes that can adapt to 
future requirements and demands if we are to 
keep on top of the emerging scenarios in the 
maritime sector. 

Capt. Ajeet Singh
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai 

Poem by:
Cdt. Kishor Kumar
GME-31
SIMS, Lonavala



Photodetector Complexities Clarified by SIMS 
Teachers

Mr. Abhijit Shinde
Lecturer Physics
SIMS, Lonavala

In view of likely increase in future marine 
applications of photodetectors, SIMS 
Lonavala team has constructed a device, 
which demonstrates characteristics and 
suitability of photodetectors.   The basic 
photodetectors are largely being used in 
marine applications and it is worthwhile to 
provide necessary exposure about these to 
the trainees, as it is also a vital part of their 
academic curriculum. The photosensing 
technology plays a major part in image 
sensing and colour sensing that is going 
to usher in a major change in commercial 
market in the future.  The concept used for 
this endeavour is arranging a photodiode 
that can convert light into voltage. The 
voltage generated can be channelized 
to various applications according to the 
requirement. A photodiode is a semi-
conductor device that has an intrinsic 
layer between the p and n layers and a p-n 
junction.   

Setting up of equipment 
Initially we made one closed wooden box of 
60cm x 15 cm x 12cm, in such a way that no 
external light can enter the box. Black paint 
was applied inside and outside of the box. 
Photodetector is mounted at one end of the 
box and a sliding mechanism arranged outside 
of the box so that the source of light can move 
along the length of the box. 

Terminal connections are made to the 
bulb with help of electrical circuit. External 
DC power supply of 5 volt is connected 
across photodetector to create the potential 
difference. 

As the source of light moves away from the 
detector, the amount of light intensity detected 
varies. This difference in light intensity, 
generates electric current. On varying the 
light’s intensity, current starts flowing through 
the circuit and the multimeter measures the 
magnitude of the current  

Following technical aspects can be taught to 
the trainees through the device:
• Working and components of photocell 

• Parameters affecting photocell’s working, 
such as light’s wavelength and distance 

• Importance of current characteristics on 
varying intensity of light 

• Relationship between varying light’s 
intensity and current signal

• Various applications related to  
the photodetectors. 

Latest semiconductors like III-V InGaAs 
or HgCdTe systems can cover a detection 
spectrum beyond 10 meters than the 
conventional photodetectors. These are 
specialized type of detectors, which are more 
expensive than conventional photodetectors. 
Their features are highly sophisticated 
including night-vision, infrared spectrometry, 
and infrared imaging, which would offer 
industry users and the automotive industry 
essential information regarding consumer 
health, safety, and security.

The additional property of the materials 
mentioned above can make the devices ultra-
lightweight, flexible, and thus suitable for 
seamless integration in a range of substrates. 
Substrates are normally designed with finest 
choice of joining two elements for the required 
application 

A brief insight on various applications of 
photodetectors ashore as well as for maritime 
requirements are listed below.

Shore based: 
• Consumer electronics products including 

smoke detectors, TVs, auto-switching of 
streetlights according to daylight intensity, 
camera light meters, and clock radios.

• In science and business, photodiodes are 
commonly employed to precisely quantify 
light intensity.

• Photodiodes are also widely utilized in 
many other medical applications for photo-
imaging and optical communications.

Marine Based: 
• Several locations on ships use 

photosensors. It mostly serves control 
and safety objectives like boiler’s flame-
eye sensor, 15-ppm sensor for Oily water 
separator, Fire alarm systems, etc. 

• The photosensor can also be used as a 
position detector, such as confirming the 
disengaged or engaged position of turning 
gear, activation of dead-man alarm in UMS 
class vessels. 

In conclusion, not only it would assist our 
engineers in understanding the basic concepts 
of photodetectors, but the awareness created 
will help open the doors to a wider spectrum 
of applications. The futuristic versions of 
photodetectors, image sensors, optical 
transceivers, spectrometers, etc. will all have 
possibilities in relying heavily on the principles 
learned. The materialization of this primarily 
depends on how well these initial offerings 
advance in terms of technological and 
manufacturing readiness through collaboration 
between researchers, semiconductor 
foundries, and important industry players. 

Diagrammatic overview of a Photodetector or 
Photosensor

Internal view of the set up made at SIMS Lonavala 
workshop

SIMS Lonavala workshop team Mr. Rahul Khamkar, 
Mr. Nilesh Lonkar & Mr. Abhijeet Shinde with the 
set-up of the Photodetector
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Embracing the e-SMS: The Digital Way Forward

The maritime industry is undergoing rapid 
digital transformation. Without a shadow 
of a doubt, cloud-centric systems have 
transformed the way we conduct business 
in the world and the maritime sphere is a 
welcome inclusion. The introduction of 
digital management platforms has evolved 
dramatically within the maritime industry 
in last half-decade and seen an enormous 
shift in the way Ship Management is 
done. With increased availability of IT 
skills, more affordable technology, and 
COVID-19 acting as an accelerant for 
automation, we are seeing vessels being 
increasingly outfitted with an assortment of  
automation systems.

Recent leaps in Digitization of SMS (Safety 
Management System) aims to simplify 
documentation management minimize errors 
and eliminate duplication of data. Modern 
digital ship management systems provide the 
maritime sector with fully integrated analytics.
In accordance with the Safety Management 
System (SMS) manual, ship’s crew are 
required to record information about critical 
shipboard activities and send reports to the 
Ship Management company. 

The Switch from Paper to Electronic
The conventional paper-based system 
had several inefficiencies, which has been 
corroborated several times by the various 
accidents that have taken place, even 
with robust SMS systems and excellent 
implementation techniques and efforts 
by various departments within any Ship 
management DOC holder. Officers and crew 
were required to prepare (and replicate) 
various reports, and then send emails with 
attachments to the ship management company 
to obtain approval. This was usually a time-
consuming affair due to the limitations of the 
email system. In addition, officers were also 
mandated to file printouts of the reports for 
retention on board and subsequently manually 
archive them (for 3-5 years) as directed by the 
Company. Moreover, the information reported 
by the ship was not being used efficiently for 
data analysis, as the information was not in 
digital format. 

Modern e-SMS (Electronic Safety Management 
Systems) manage the publication, distribution, 
revision, filing and archiving of procedures, 
forms, checklists, logbooks, and other 
relevant documents in the company’s SMS. 
They facilitate the approval workflow, thereby 
making it possible for ship-staff to report 
and request necessary approvals from their 
Superintendent quickly, by simply completing 
and submitting the prescribed forms as per 
instructions. This alleviates the administrative 
burden for both ship and shore staff, and 
is a paradigm shift in the approach of the  
maritime business. 

Electronic Record Books are now being used 
to replace the paper-based Deck, Engine and 
MARPOL Record books. They are required to 
comply with SOLAS Chap IX requirements, 
MARPOL, IMO Resolution MEPC.312(74), 
and Flag State requirements as applicable.

Ease and efficiencies of e-SMS
The implementation of e-SMS and Electronic 
Record Books increases transparency, 
credibility, and traceability of critical operations 
of the ship. These can be accessed using 
Android and iOS-based portable tablet 
devices, making it very user-friendly and easily 
accessible to all stakeholders and external 
parties during day-to-day operations as well 
as internal, external, and third-Party audits  
and inspections. 

Another advantage of e-SMS and e-Record 
Books is that the system ensures is data 
exchanged between sea and shore through 
regular updates and stored in a cloud-based 
system. This removes the need for manual 
archiving, eliminates errors and provides 
the ship management company access to 
the documents and information, digitally, 
anywhere and at any time.

Ushering the new era of e-SMS: Cloud 
Computing
We have so far only discussed about the 

Capt. Hanoz Billimoria
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai 

e-SMS and Electronic Record Books. Cloud 
Computing can also significantly augment the 
existing Planned Maintenance System (PMS) 
onboard the ship and the way it is handled and 
monitored ashore.

If a Ship Management Company wants to 
monitor the vessel’s Planned Maintenance 
System (PMS) effectively via paper/ spread 
sheet systems, a lot of time, effort and 
resources are required due to the need 
to sift through mountains of documents, 
photographs, spreadsheets, statistics, etc., 
and there is also the potential for errors. 

Modern electronic Planned Maintenance 
Systems (PMS) with data synchronization and 
replication technologies seamlessly providing 
real-time data, can significantly improve 
implementation and monitoring of shipboard 
maintenance. 

Cloud computing is an information technology 
that allows for three basic architectural models 
of providing services, often referred to as the 
SPI Model (Software, Platform, Infrastructure):
Based on the analysis of business processes 
on board ship and in the shipping company, the 
“SaaS” (acronym for “Software as a Service”) 
model is an important and acceptable model 
of rendering cloud services. The SaaS model 
covers all important business processes in 
terms of the Management of a fleet of ships – 
Manning, Technical, Purchasing, HSEQA, etc. 
The SaaS model offers seamless transition 
of data within all these Departments and the 
ship. SaaS Model provides for the use of 
applications accessible from any PC via a 
client interface. (e.g., web browser). With this 
model, the DOC holder can rent a required 
service instead of having to buy it as separate 
software and installing it on individual ship 
and/or office computers. This means that 
the shipping company has no additional 
investment in hardware and eliminates the 

Continued on Page 11

The electronic Document Management System in Phoenix 3.0 a user-friendly system with icons and powerful and 
easy to use search functions.
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Modelling of High Speed Craft with Water  
Jet Propulsion
Ships are gigantic constructions, 
occupying huge volumes and weighing 
massively. Despite this, they are seen 
navigating with ease across the oceans of 
the world. Smaller vessels, which are at the 
opposite end of the weight spectrum, have 
the advantage of lesser size and can attain 
great speeds compared to merchant ships 
of enormous build. 

Right from the early days of shipping, 
various sources of energy have been put 
into use for generating the propulsive power, 
but whether it is fossil fuels such as coal or 
diesel, or nuclear energy, or the most recent 
hydrogen fuel cells, all of those came with one 
disadvantage or other. It could be the cost, the 
difficulty in procurement, or the environmental 
damage it causes. Could there be a solution 
to this dilemma? The quest for a clean source 
of energy without the menace of harmful by-
products led to Water Jet Propulsion systems. 

Water, when used as the only propulsion 
component, has the following advantages,
• It is freely available; in fact, it is the most 

plentiful resource on our planet
• Comparatively less menace of toxic by-

products
• Vessels using Water Jet Propulsion can 

attain higher speeds
• Improved manoeuvrability

Keeping the benefits of Water Jet Propulsion 
systems in mind, this project was conceived 
to familiarize ourselves with such systems 
used in highspeed crafts. The objective was 
to compare the results obtained in sea trials 
with those obtained in peer-reviewed research 
literature. The project involved modelling of a 
high-speed craft using commercial software 
Rhinoceros, construction of the model at the 
workshop, and sea trials in the swimming 
pool. All these tasks were carried out at 
SIMS Lonavala campus, without using any  
external resources. 

Newton’s 3rd law, which states that every 
action has an equal and opposite reaction, 
forms the foundation for Water Jet Propulsion 
systems. This is achieved by propelling a part 
of withdrawn sea water via a thrust tunnel to 
the rear part of the ship.  A waterjet works 
by drawing in water inside the thrust tunnel 
from the opening given at the bottom. The 
motor rotates at high rpm which causes the 
water to be drawn inside the tunnel and then 
forces out the water with the help of impeller 
located inside the tunnel. The water coming 
out is ejected by a nozzle which increases the 
velocity of the water ejection, thus imparting 
increased thrust to the craft. A bucket is 
provided at the mouth of the nozzle which is 
used for controlling the direction of the ejected 
water for steering purpose.
 
To model the high-speed craft for the 
demonstration of the water jet propulsion, the 
model was scaled down from a prototype. The 
following steps were employed for modelling.

Planning
Detailed project planning was carried out with 
active participation from all involved. Group 
meetings were conducted in which important 
aspects like the design of the model, size, 
choice of material and use of optimal control 
system were discussed and finalised.

Designing
Further, the optimum dimensions of the thrust 
tunnel, stator, impeller, nozzle, motor mount 
and suction hole were selected. Final modeling 
of craft as well as thrust tunnel was performed 
in commercial software Rhinoceros 3D.
    
Material Selection
For the hull it was decided to use Sunboard 
foam, which has a very high strength to weight 
ratio. To meet the special requirements of a 
high-speed craft, the material of the hull has 
to be obviously lightweight, yet very durable 

to combat adverse conditions. For the Thrust 
Tunnel and Impeller, High impact polystyrene 
was selected since it is cheap and easily 
available for 3D printing. De-fluxed electrode 
was used as the shaft material. 

Making Of The Hull
The total length of the craft was calculated to 
be  51cm, with the midship section having a 
breadth of 21.5 cm. The aftmost part of the ship 
in which the nozzle is situated has a breadth of 
16.5cm. The overall draft for the model is 5cm. 
A separating bulkhead is located at a distance 
of 7cm from the aftmost point. This bulkhead 
separates the thrust tunnel from the rest of the 
craft. The marking and cutting were carried out 
in the SIMS workshop strictly adhering to the 
calculated dimensions.

The components were fabricated with the 
use of super glue and hot Silicone gel. They 
were made waterproof with the use of water-
repellant paint. 
    
Control System
For independent use of throttle system and 
steering, 3 channel transmitter receiver is used 
which works on the building blocks of Arduino 
Nano. The transmitter is made by fabricating 
Arduino Nano with joystick which is used for 
controlling the throttle of the DC motor. The 
receiver is made for receiving instructions for 
the control of the craft. A bandwidth of 2.5GHz 
is provided which permits a travel distance up 
to 1 km. A 20 amp Electronic Speed Control 
(ESC) is used which controls the motor for 
throttling. SG90 9g servomotor is used for 
steering the bucket for controlling the direction 
of water ejection. Two 3.7v LiPo batteries are 
used for powering the model.

Suction tunnel 
modeled in 
Rhinoceros 3D

Fig. 1 Shows wake formation around craft 
during sea trails at 2.1 Knots
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Continued from Page 9

additional implementation costs. 

There are two types of data available 
in the cloud: a) General data (modules 
of ship’s Plans, etc.) which would be 
available to stakeholders, including 
Owners and b) Specific data (confidential 
information of seafarers and crew 
data, ship’s data, etc.) which would be 
limited only to authorized users within  
the Company. 

Cloud computing enables optimized 
utilization of information resources, which 
once implemented will help to improve 
performance and lower operating costs 
significantly. 

Cloud-based marine systems eliminate 
the complexity of procuring and 
maintaining IT infrastructure and include 
security, data availability and storage, 
systematic archiving and improvement 
of all tasks associated with the cloud. 
Cloud-base systems also act as a “Guard 
Zone” by heavy preprocessing of raw 
data, duplication-prevention, filtration, 
and monitoring collected data. 

The cloud computing system ashore 
should be robust wherever it is located, 
to be continuously updated with the 
data received. To embrace this new 
technology - onboard and ashore - there 
should be two immediate requirements 
that need to be fulfilled – the ‘Training’ 
aspect needs to be performed, first for 
all Shore employees and thereafter for 
all ship-staff and the second one – the 
‘Troubleshooting’ aspect for dealing with 
contingencies such as poor bandwidth 
connectivity or failure of hardware or 
software onboard, loss of data mid-way, 
etc. All stakeholders need to be trained 
adequately to handle such exigencies in 
a well-planned orderly fashion.

Cloud computing, as a new IT 
technology, introduces a spectrum 
of new opportunities and challenges 
ranging from management to application 
and Cyber security. Keeping the core 
principles of Ship Management intact, 
digitalization of SMS being enmeshed 
with day-to-day activities onboard and 
ashore is the future of SMS Management 
and is only a matter of time, when all 
Companies would follow suit. 

Circuit Diagrams

task to accomplish and required shrink fit 
tubes to eliminate water ingress. Considerable 
noise was generated by the DC motor which 
interfered with the effective transmission of the 
signals. In case of decreased current for the 
motor, onset of cavitation inside the tunnel was 
causing vibrations in the vessel.

Conclusion
Analysis of 
wake around 
the craft was 
done and 
found similar 
pattern as 
i l l u s t r a t e d 
in peer-
r e v i e w e d 
r e s e a r c h 
literature. The speed of 2.1 knots obtained 
during the trials was also in line with the 
expected results. The calculated Froude 
number (0.62) is within the range mentioned 
in the research literature for the high-speed 
craft. Overall, the objectives of the modelling 
project were met and we the cadets involved 
had a very good opportunity to learn first-
hand the intricacies involved in modelling of 
a high-speed craft. We could also understand 
the mechanism and benefits of Water Jet 
Propulsion systems. More importantly, we 
could apply practically all those principles we 
learned in the classroom. 

Final Circuit connections

Variation of vessel speed 
with throttle

Transmitter

Receiver

Left to right: Mr. Azaruddin Momin (Project Guide), Cdt. Rohit Singh, Cdt. Sahil Mahajan, Cdt. Sarthak Ghosh, Cdt. 
Saurabh Pandey, Cdt. Shreyas Shandaliya, Cdt. Siddhant Bharti, Cdt. Sonal Sanu, Cdt. Suryansh Pandey

Sea Trials 
After painstakingly completing the construction 
and assembling of the control systems, water 
integrity check and stability analysis were 
carried out successfully in the swimming pool 
at the campus. Now it was time to finally obtain 
performance data of our model. Turning circle 
diameter of 61cm (1.2 times the length of craft) 
was obtained. A top speed of 2.1 knots was 
obtained. Fig. 1 shows wake formation around 
craft during sea trials at 2.1 Knots (Froude 
Number of 0.62).

Challenges Faced
The sealing of the thrust tunnel was a difficult 
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B. Tech 09 and DNS 32 Cadets Graduate

Eighty Cadets from the 09th B. Tech Marine 
Engineering (B. Tech) batch and 32nd 
batch of Diploma in Nautical Science (DNS) 
celebrated their graduation in a ceremony 
held on the 22nd of July at the SIMS 
Lonavala campus. The impressive passing 
out parade was witnessed by the proud 
family members, and faculty.

From SIMS to ESM, the outgoing batch of 
B. Tech and DNS students will be “future 
Masters and Chief Engineers”, Capt. Anil 
Arora, Chief Guest and Assistant Director at 
ESM proudly declared in his rousing speech 
towards the outgoing batches. In completing 
their education at SIMS, they have taken the 
first step to building their seafaring career with 

ESM. “The way ahead is not bed of roses but 
surely something, which you all shall enjoy 
doing, learning and proving your worth”, Capt. 
Arora remarked, instilling a sense of pride, and 
igniting a flame of passion in the graduating 
cadets.

Keeping to the spirit of “Graduation is not the 
end; it’s the beginning”, the cadets echoed a 
symphony of sentimentality for the past and 
aspirations for their future. Completing their 
four-year B. Tech course through the Covid 
pandemic via online and campus trainings, 
cadets were excited to embark on the next 
chapter of their career onboard. “I am very 
much looking forward for working in ESM and 
be an integral part of the crew” said B.Tech 

Cdt. Raj Mahendra Komurlekar. On a similar 
note, Best Orator in her batch Cdt. Ishita Singh 
from the one-year DNS course reminisced 
about her journey in SIMS and how it has 
provided valuable lessons, paving the path for 
her so that “one day, I could be Captain Ishita 
Singh”.

Opening the ceremony, Cdt. Prithviraj Das 
from the 09th B. Tech, who also attained 
the best in HSSE, welcomed all faculty, 
graduates, and the Chief Guest, Capt. Anil 
Arora. Top performing cadets were awarded 
with recognitions followed by a course report. 
Family members looked upon with delight at 
their children whose skills have been honed by 
SIMS. Like many, parent of DNS Cdt. Karan 

Chief Guest, Capt. Anil Arora, Assistant Director, M/s Executive Ship Management Pvt Ltd., Mumbai, 
receiving guard of honour

Cdt. Ishita Singh, DNS 32, MC of the passing out 
function addressing the gathering 

Cdt. Prithvi Raj Das, Btech09, Opening the passing 
out ceremony 

Passing out cadets from B. Tech 09 & DNS 32 batch

Oath taking by Passing out cadets from B. Tech 09 
& DNS 32 Cdt. Suyash Dighe, B. Tech 09 with family 

Best Cadet Prithvish Gosh, B. Tech 09 with parents 
Cdt. Muhammed Saffvan M A, DNS 32,  receiving 
Best Cadet award from Chief Guest 

Cdt. Kutal Pranit, B. Tech 09, receiving First Best in 
Academics award from Chief Guest 
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Following prizes were given to B. Tech 09 batch cadets:
Best Cadet    Cdt. Prithvish Ghosh
Best in Academics 1   Cdt. Kutal Pranit
Best in Academics 2   Cdt. Anant Sharma
Best in Academics 3   Cdt. Lalit Kumar
Best Hands On Training   Cdt. Suyash Dighe
Best Sportsman    Cdt. Sreejoy Bid
Best Administrator    Cdt. Rushikesh Kadam
Best in HSSE    Cdt. Prithviraj Das
Most Popular Cadet    Cdt. Sudarshan Singh

The following prizes were given to DNS 32 batch cadets:
Best in Academics    Cdt. Muhammed Saffvan M A
1st Runner-Up in Academics   Cdt. Ali Nooralam Abutahir
2nd Runner-Up in Academics   Cdt. Parth Singh Chouhan
Best in HSSE and Hands On Training  Cdt. Dhananjay Verma
Best in Extracurricular Activities  Cdt. J S Srinath Ramaneshwar
Best Orator    Cdt. Ishita Singh
Most Popular Cadet    Cdt. Bhaskar Prasad Singh
Best Cadet    Cdt. Muhammed Saffvan M A

Singh and father of B. Tech Cdt. Rushikesh 
Rahul Kadam, were appreciative of the 
institute’s emphasis on discipline and “state-
of-the-art facilities with the latest equipment 
such as real-life machinery in ships and 
simulators” that ensure the cadets are ready to 
face challenges on-board.

Bringing the ceremony to its finale, DNS Cdt. 
Megh Wadhavan represented the outgoing 
batch in thanking the faculty for their dedication 
and wisdom. Cdt. Civant Jakhmola from the 
same batch aptly wrapped up the event with 
a quote from a philosopher, “A college is never 
a mere structure made of bricks and stones. It 
is made from memories, successes, failures, 
laughs, heartbreaks, and is the first step to 
adulthood”. May the outgoing cadets have a 
smooth sailing career ahead with ESM.

The following list are the cadets who have 
performed exceptionally in their batch. 

Passing out cadets Btech 09 with Chief Guest and faculty

Passing out cadets Btech 09 with Chief Guest and faculty
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“Nana korobi, ya oki”, Mr. Takeshi Sutani from  
“K” Line Spurs GME and ETO Cadets on

Chairman of “K” Line India Pvt Ltd and 
Chief Guest at the graduation event of 46 
GME and ETO Cadets, Mr. Takeshi Sutani 
quoted the famous Japanese proverb that 
translates as “Fall down seven times, stand 
up eight”. He urged the cadets to never 
give up hope, and always strive for more in 
their career ahead. 

The ceremony, held on 30th September, was 
conducted at SIMS auditorium. Thirty-eight 
cadets from the Graduate Marine Engineering 
Course (GME) and eight cadets from the 
Electro Technical Officer Training Course 
(ETO) witnessed the inspiring speech by Mr. 
Takeshi, who is the first external Chief Guest 
at the campus graduation since the pandemic. 
Mr. Takeshi was also accompanied by his 
wife, Madam Chie, and Capt. Rajeev Mittal, 
Managing Director, “K” Line India Pvt Ltd as 
guests on campus.

Commencing the ceremony Cdt. Sachin Dev 
from ETO 09 who was also best in his class 
for practical trainings gave an opening speech 
on behalf of his batch. Certificates were 
then distributed to the graduating batch, and 
awards were conferred to exceptional cadets 
by Mr. Takeshi.

Concluding the prize presentation, Mr. Takeshi 
further extended his congratulations towards 

the soon-to-be alumni who were about to 
embark into the shipping industry which is 
the most interesting and exciting one from 
his experience. He also commended both 
SIMS and parent company, Executive Ship 
Management, for its dedication in fostering 
young talent and provide a platform for them 
to excel. “The training received from SIMS will 
help you to lead your on-board sailing career 
with courage and commitment”, Mr. Takeshi 
ended off.

Wrapping up the event, a group photograph 
was taken for the now-alumni. Looking 
towards the next chapter of their lives, the 
graduating batch shared some fond memories 
of their alma mater. Cadets like Bony Tom from 
ETO 09, revelled in the calming atmosphere 
at SIMS with the campus being situated 
in nature. The state-of-the-art facilities like 
its ship in campus, workshop, automation 
lab, electrotechnical officer training lab, and 

more had also greatly boosted his learning 
experience. Alongside that, there were various 
amenities like a swimming pool, football field, 
etc. that cultivated hobbies outside of studying.

“The blended learning platform was really 
very helpful to understand some complicated 
concepts and also the virtual simulators on this 
platform were so interactive and responsive 
which gave an understanding edge over the 
complex machineries. The Ship-In-Campus 
has all the machineries that we will be working 
[with] onboard and that too [is] in working 
condition. Here, we can overhaul and inspect 
and understand each and [e]very concept that 
we learnt during our academic part.”, Cadet 
Jayesh Vichare from GME 31 further attested.

After the end of the event, Mr. Takeshi, 
Madam Chie, and Capt. Rajeev, were taken 
on a campus tour to explore the facilities and 
amenities that the cadets beamed at with pride 
and the parents marvelled at. “As I visited the 
campus it was mind blowing. The buildings are 
very futuristic and well maintained. I walked 
around the campus for one hour, it was a 
pleasant feeling all around. As a father I am 
glad that my son took the right decision by 
joining SIMS. Hope this prestigious institution 
continues to be the glory of many more 
aspiring sailors”, said Father of cadet Kishor 
Kumar, GME 31. 

Passing out cadets GME 31 with Chief Guest and faculty 

Chief Guest, Mr Takeshi Sutani, Chairman, 
M/s “K” Line India Pvt Ltd. For GME 31 & ETO 09 
batch, addressing the gathering 
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Following prizes were given to GME 31 batch cadets:
Best Cadet   Cdt. Gaurav  Joshi 
Best in Academics    Cdt. Jayesh Sudhir Vichare 
2nd Best in Academics   Cdt. Anand Ramchandra Warak  
Best Hands On Training   Cdt. Vinay Kumar Koti 
Best Orator    Cdt. Albin Sebastian Thalakkottoor 
Best Cadet Captain    Cdt. Pranjal Sharma 
Best In HSSE    Cdt. Gaurav  Joshi 
Most Popular Cadet   Cdt. Omkar Pruthviraj Patil 
Best Sportsman   Cdt. Anand Ramchandra Warak 

The following prizes were given to ETO 09 batch cadets:
Best in Academics    Cdt. Affan Riyaz Wadkar 
Best in Practical Training  Cdt. Sachin Dev 

Gravity type life boat davit, an in house project demo to Chief Guest 
Cdt. Gaurav Joshi GME 31 receiving Best Cadet 
award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Affan Riyaz Wadkar, ETO 09 receiving Best in 
Academics award from Ms. Chei Sutani 

GME 31 batch prize winners with Principal, Vice Principal and faculty

Cdt. Sachin Dev ETO 09 receiving Best in practical 
training award from Ms. Chei Sutani 

Cdt. Jayesh Sudhir Vichare, GME 31 receiving 
Best in Academics award from Chief Guest 

Cdt. Anand Ramchandra Warak, GME 31 receiving 
Best Sportsman award from Chief Guest 

Cdt. Pranjal Sharma, Best Cadet Captain GME 31 
batch with parents 

Cdt. Mayur Savale, GME 31 with parents
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Capt. Manab Kumar Sarmah 
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Adapting to Generation Z

An organisation generally expects its 
employees to adapt to and align with 
its existing culture. However, when it is 
noticed that there is a marked change in 
the general behaviour of a large section 
of the new generation of the society, it 
would be prudent to bring about certain 
organisational changes to adapt to the 
specific requirements of the employees 
belonging to this new generation. Today, 
such a societal change is taking place 
among the new generation – called as 
“Generation Z” - “Gen Z” in short - who are 
the workforce of tomorrow. 

Gen Z is the group of people born between 
1997 and 2012, an era of proliferation of 
electronic gadgets and digital technologies. 
Having functioned as the course-in-charge for 
DNS for the most part of my teaching career 
with SIMS, closely interacting with cadets 
who belong to exactly the same category, I 
have had the opportunity to observe firsthand 
their likes and dislikes, their preferences, 
their modus operandi, and most importantly, 
to fathom what makes them tick. While being 
fascinated with their ingenuity and adeptness 
in adapting to the changes rather rapidly, I 
have understood from my long exposure to 
them that they are markedly different from 
the previous generation - and even from the 
millennials - and that it takes a different set 
of skills to effectively manage this resourceful 
group of youngsters. 

Growing up in the midst of a highly advanced 
media and computer environment, coupled 
with widespread use of Internet and social 
networking sites, has made them tech savvy 
and globally linked in the virtual world. They 
spend a large amount of their time on smart 
devices and are literally tech-addicted. It 
is important to understand their needs and 
accompanying behaviour to manage them and 
optimise their productivity. 

From my personal experience at SIMS in 
dealing with Gen Z, I have deduced that 
managing them is not a difficult proposition, 
but it indeed is a different ball game altogether. 

Drawing inspiration from my 
long years of association 
with them, I have listed 
below some of the 
common characteristics 
of this group and simple 
but effective ways to 
deal with them.  

1. Means of 
communication: 
Gen Z feels more 
comfortable 
communicating 
through text, emails 
and social media, 
rather than face-to-face 
prolonged discussions. 
So, physical meetings 
may be curtailed to 
minimum and substituted 
with virtual meetings. Where 
feasible, training, discussions, meetings, 
briefing/debriefing etc., should be 
conducted through electronic media

2. New technology adoption: This young 
lot is growing up in an environment of rapid 
technological change and is tech oriented. 
They do not like outdated methods and 
feel more comfortable working with 
gadgets. Adoption of new technologies 
and modern methods of working, using 
electronic means, will not only increase 
the efficiency of a company, but make work 
more interesting for the Gen Z employees 
and enhance their productivity to a  
great extent.

3. Positive and rewarding work 
environment: Their need for respect, 
appreciation and feeling valued at 
workplace is much higher than the 
millennials. Managers need to regularly 
engage with them and appreciate their 
work whenever opportunity presents itself. 
This motivates them to work harder & 
continually improve performance.

4. Inclusiveness: They like to feel included 
in the happenings of the organisation 
and feel wanted. Keep them informed of 
the general affairs and proceedings and 
involve them in various office activities 
to make them feel as an integral part of 
the organisation and inculcate a sense of 
belongingness.

5. Reducing paperwork: This tech savvy 
group is averse to paperwork. Cumbersome 
and paperwork need to be reduced and 
documentation & record keeping can be 
computerised. Lengthy boring documents 
can be replaced by visual contents such as 
point-specific presentations, animations,  
infographics etc.

6. Mental Health: They get stressed rather 
easily and display very low levels of 
resilience. The main causes of their stress 
are centred around work, career, money, 
status and job security. Any observed 
change in workplace behaviour needs 
to be investigated and monitored. They 
may be encouraged to speak about their 
apprehensions, and such concerns have 
to be timely addressed. 

7. Work-life Balance: These young people 
are fun & pleasure loving and want their 
“me-time”, which might be a little difficult 
to achieve on board a ship. Adequate 
entertainment & leisure facilities can 
satisfy this need to an extent.

8. Narrow Focus: Many of them do not 
like to go much beyond the job-specific 
objectives and domain. They like 
readymade answers and heavily rely on 
Google and other social media, which 
provide superficial, and at times wrong 
information & knowledge. The necessity 
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Ms. Harshali Kotekar
Psychologist
SIMS Lonavala

Adopt to Change as an Informed 
Choice

Isn’t life about going through various 
transitions that shape you and your life? 
Whatever age you are in the given moment, 
when you reflect deeply, you may observe 
the changes that have occurred within you 
over the years.

I clearly recollect talking to the cadets in their 
early days in the campus when their life or so-
called routines changed upside down. They 
are the generation of kids who are gadget 
dependent, living in a sheltered environment 
with parents and enjoying the social life to the 
fullest with whatever means they are privileged 
with. But when they join SIMS campus, these 
young budding Merchant Navy Officers learn 
to follow, adapt and eventually become happy 
with a more disciplined routine. 

Disciplined routine on campus includes early 
morning wake-up calls, reporting to the muster 
stations in uniforms, breakfast between  
7 a.m. to 8 a.m, being in uniform throughout 
the day, dinner between 7:30 p.m. to  
8:30 p.m. Cadets are also required to 
adhere to and follow other procedures and 
standards during the day. Though there may 
be reluctance and resistance in the beginning, 
but later within no time they adapted as an 
informed choice, as it helps them in their 
subsequent career and sea life. 

In my recent interaction with cadets during 
‘Webinar for Cadets’ when I asked them for 
two changes that they see in themselves from 
the first day in SIMS campus to the last day 
of their onboard contract, most of them shared 
that they view themselves more confident, 
disciplined, tolerant, and focused, with 
improved time management, communication 
skills and so on. 

This is how a Merchant Navy Officer is 
trained since day one in pre-sea training 
at SIMS. Perhaps this is what makes them 
stand out from their peers in the industry. 
Not to forget, they deserve applause for 
continuing to make necessary adjustments 
and adapting to the demands of the job since 
such a young age. Even a seasoned officers 
make many adjustments in their personal 
space to ensure they are equally loyal to their  
chosen profession. 

So, a mariner is already trained from the 
beginning of their career to adapt to the future, 
but consistency in doing so throughout their 
career is the choice one needs to make, time 
and again. 

As we foresee major advancements in the 
maritime industry, whether it’s ‘AI’ that will 
dominate in future or the Human Elements that 
is currently in limelight, every now and then we 
need to adopt to changes that is increasing the 
efficiencies and adding value to processes.  
Hence, adapting to such change is going to be 
an independent and informed choice and so, 
when the industry evolves for the betterment, 
how are you as a budding officer and future 
leader willing to progress along? You may 
consider the below few tips -   
• To stay abreast of changes, it is important 

to have your personal take on the various 
developments in the industry. 

• If you are one of the key decision makers, 
- How will you participate and lead the 

revolution, 
- What expectation will you set for 

yourself and the team
- How will you train your human 

resources?
- How will you ensure your human 

resource gets along?

‘Perform or perish’ is not unknown anymore, 
we all understand and realize, we need to stay 
updated and adopt new ways to stay in sync of 
the evolving world to progress in our own life 
and career. 

of good knowledge, even beyond job 
scope, for healthy career growth has to 
be drilled into them and they should be 
encouraged to read and broaden their 
overall knowledge base.  

9. Career Advancement: These 
youngsters are generally in a hurry and 
seek instant success and gratification. 
This again is a little difficult concern to 
address in shipping, since promotions 
depend on minimum sea times and 
competency certifications. This can be 
overcome to a large extent by creating 
opportunities for learning, exposure, 
skill development & growth and career 
progression. They should be made to 
feel that the Company is genuinely 
interested in their career advancement.

10. Freedom of Expression: Gen Z has 
strong opinions. They want to be heard 
and make an impact straightaway. 
Their perspectives need to be given 
due consideration and they are to 
be allowed to voice their opinions in 
various formal & informal forums.

11. Quick Response: Being used to 
immediate response from Alexa, Siri, 
google et al, they expect quick response 
to their queries and concerns, the lack 
of which can render them impatient 
and feel uncared for, leading to loss of 
interest in work and a low morale. 

12. Fear of Failure: Although they like 
challenges and many of them take 
big risks, there is a large number 
who have disproportionate “fear of 
failure”, developed due to high parental 
pressures and societal expectations. 
This point needs to be kept in mind 
while dealing with employees who 
evade risks & challenges apparently for 
fear of failure. Such personnel should 
be provided with necessary support 
and assistance.

For a company to prosper, it will have to 
bring about certain changes in its policies 
and techniques of employee management 
of the Gen Z workforce to obtain optimum 
productivity out of this young group, and 
also to retain them in an environment 
which is becoming increasingly  
technology driven. 
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Multi-cultural Festive Celebrations on Campus
The third quarter of 2022 witnessed an 
array of multi-cultural festivities and 
events celebrated on campus. Planned 
and executed by Cadets with the guidance 
of the Faculty, these events truly embody 
spirit of unity in diversity on campus.

Independence Day  celebration on 15th 
August
Celebrating the 75th Anniversary of 
Independence in India, the cadets at SIMS, 
along with the faculty, braved through the 
rain to unfurl and hoist the Indian flag at 
the parade square in front of the hostels on  
15th August 2022. 

Moving the event indoors to the Maritime 
Science Center, the enthusiastic cadets, put 
on an ensemble of performances consisting of 
songs, dances and skits in the venue filled with 
tri-colour balloons.

Cdt. Akshita Dutt from DNS 33 and Cdt. Aditya 
Chauhan from GME 31 enraptured audiences 
with their solo performances. An invigorating 

group performance was presented by Cdt. 
Ritvik from B.Tech 10, Cdt. Gautam Vohra 
from B.Tech 12, Cdt. Sudheesh from GME 
31, and Cdt. Harshal from GME 31, with their 
dance performances on the songs “Teri Mitti” 
and “Vande Matram”.

Ending it off on a patriotic note, everyone 
amassed in harmony to proudly sing 
India’s National Anthem, evoking feelings 
of sentimentality and instilling loyalty to  
the country.

Ganesh Chaturthi festival celebrations on 
01st of September
The annual festival of Ganesh Chaturthi 
was celebrated on campus with gaiety and 
grandeur. The festival marks the birth of Lord 
Ganesha, considered to be the God of new 
beginnings and a fresh start. Planned and 
managed by the BTech 12 and BTech 10 
cadets, the event was organized in the circular 
building of the campus where the idol of lord 
Ganesha is. The decoration was brought off 
with a lot of effort and devotion by the team 

that included the lighting that is easy on the 
eye and the flower arrangements, before 
the midday celebration event. On the 1st of 
September, the faculty, non-staff members, 
and the whole strength of the cadets performed 
the pooja of lord Ganesha alongside chanting 
the popular lord Ganesha aarti hymn. The 
event was brimming with belief, devotion, and 
a sense of being blessed was a mesmerizing 
experience. - By Cdt Sarvottam

Teacher’s Day celebration on 05th 
September
Teaching is indeed one of the noblest 
professions wherein they change the lives of 
students in many ways. Students got to stand 
in the shoes of the teachers and experience 
teaching for a change, to mark Teacher’s 
Day. The students got to learn from their 
own seniors and they got a certain clarity 
and knowledge of concepts if they had any 
doubts. The student- turned teachers for the 
day described their experience as one filled 
with nervousness initially, later overcoming 
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MPA Recognises SIMS Courses

Two training courses offered by the 
Samundra Institute of Maritimes Studies 
have been approved by the Maritime 
& Port Authority of Singapore (MPA). 
Candidates who successfully complete 
any of these courses are now eligible 
for a Certificate of Proficiency from MPA, 
that is accepted by global flag states.

The approved trainings include the Basic 
course on ice navigation in Polar Waters, 
and the Basic and Advanced course on ship 
operations that adhere to the International 
Code of Safety for Ships using Gases or 
other Low-flashpoint Fuels (IGF). Adding 
to its portfolio of internationally certified 
courses, the Samundra Institute of Maritime 
Studies (SIMS) successfully completed the 
comprehensive audit conducted by MPA for 
these training courses. 

SIMS developed the Polar Water course 
due to the changing nature of the polar 
region due to climate change, paving way 
for new sea routes. The Polar Water course 
is essential for deck officers who want to sail 
with less restrictions, especially for those 
onboard vessels transiting or calling port 
in polar waters (i.e., Arctic and Antarctica 
areas). The course utilises full mission 
simulator at SIMS to mimic the conditions 
of navigation in the icy regions. Participants 
undergo five days of basic training for the 
Polar Water course.

As for the IGF course, this is mandatory for 
seafarers who are sailing onboard dual fuel 

vessels using fuels covered within the IGF 
code. Simulations for the IGF course is also 
conducted to foster enhanced training for 
the handling of LNG Bunkering and M-type 
Electronically Controlled Gas Injection 
(ME-GI) engines. The course is split into 
basic and advanced training. The basic 
IGF course is held over three days and the 
advanced IGF course takes place over five 
and a half days.

With the increasing focus on sustainable 
shipping, the need for dual fuel vessels have 
been on the rise. ESM had also recently 
secured management of four dual fuel 
vessels in June. Hence, courses on relevant 
topics such as the IGF code at SIMS ensure 
seafarers attain the necessary skillsets to 
keep abreast of the ongoing requirements 
and changes in the industry. 

Launched in 2021, the basic and advanced 
Polar Water courses, are already approved 
by the Marshall Islands, while the basic and 
advanced IGF courses are approved by 
DNV and the Marshall Islands.

For those who wish to inquire for more 
details on the courses, please write into 
training.sims@samundra.com. 

it as the class moved forward. The respect 
for the duty that a teacher increased ten 
folds after the classes were done. This 
experience was indeed a unique one for all.  
- by Cdt. Yash Verma

First Onam celebration on campus (08th 
September)
The auspicious festival of Onam, also known 
as Thiru-Onam,or thiruvonam is celebrated 
in the state of Kerala. It is a harvest festival 
which celebrates the return of the legendary 
King Mahabali/Maveli. 

Pookalam, an intricate arrangement of flowers 
laid on floor, was decorated in the circular 
lab by the cadets. The tradition of decorating 
Pookalam is an integral part of Onam 
celebrations and cadets with unity within the 
limitation of time, made the decorations under 
the leadership of Cdt. Vishnuprasad (GME32).
The theme of the Pookalam was to incorporate 
the traditional art of Kerala style pookalam with 
the spirit of merchant navy industry. The orange 
colour in pookalam symbolises positivity and 
passion, the yellow signifies happiness and 
warmth, while the anchor logo in violet colour 
surrounded by a white background symbolises 
royalty, pride and purity. These specification of 
selection in theme made our pookalam very 
much different and unique.

A cultural programme was held, with cadets 
showcasing their talent and skills in dance and 
music. The event kicked off with a Group song 
by DNS 34 cadets led by Cdt Pridhu krishna 
and Cdt Gayathri P followed by a dance 
performance by Cdt. Sudheesh Nair (GME 
31). Cdt. Mahin Praadhosh led the group song 
of Btech 13 batch while traditional Malayalam 
Onam songs were sung by GME cadets 
- by Cdt. Vishnuprabha and Cdt. Priyanshu. 

360 degree State of the art Simulator for Polar Water Courses
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Personal Injury Case Study

The following incident took place on a 
Platform Support Vessel that operated in 
the Mumbai High Oil fields. A new Trainee 
Marine Engineer had joined the vessel and 
had completed about a month onboard. 
He had undergone the required safety 
familiarization requirements as per the 
company’s Safety Management System. 

A seawater pump located below the floor 
plate was being overhauled in the Engine 
room bottom platform; the 3rd Engineer, 
Fitter and the new Trainee Marine Engineer 
were involved in the overhaul. The sea was 
calm and the vessel was underway. The 
requisite Risk assessment was carried out 
prior to commencement of the overhaul, and 
other formalities like the Cold work permit & 
Electrical work permit had been complied with. 

The Floor plate was removed to provide 
access to the pump. While going on the lunch 

break, the 3rd Engineer & Fitter instructed the 
Trainee Marine Engineer to remain at the work 
site till they return. He was also told to attempt 
to loosen the suction side flange nuts while the 
other two were away, so that when they came 
back after the break they would relieve the 
Trainee for lunch and carry on with the work, 
thereby saving precious time.

The seawater pump was situated below 
the floor plate and and about mid-way from 
the tank top. Adding to the congestion, the 
supporting channel for  the floor plate was 
also overhanging. Owing to this, the space for 
removal of the suction flange nuts and bolts 
was not easily accessible. The Trainee had to 
stand on another pipe and attempt to loosen 
the nuts, which over a period had rusted and 
hence were not easily removable. 

The Trainee, while struggling to loosen the 
nuts using an open spanner, slipped and lost 
his balance. He fell down onto the tank top and 
was seriously injured. When the 3rd Engineer 
and the Fitter returned to the site post lunch, 
they could not immediately locate the Trainee 
Marine Engineer. Alarmed, they looked down 
the gap and observed that he was lying on the 
tank top injured. On closer observation it was 

Responses to Issue 58 (Jul 2022) - Case Study: 
Cargo Operation Incident - Commercial Loss & Embarrassment

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study. 
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

1. What caused the activation of the 
ESD?
The combined effect of trim and list had 
activated ESDS due to discharge from Tank 
1 S without the bulkhead valve to 1 P being 
open. Due to this No. 4 tank level touched 
the 99 % level ESD limit which caused the 
activation of ESD.

The reasons for this activation are as 
follows:
a) Discharging of cargo from the No. 1 tank 

caused the vessel to trim by astern.
b) Discharging the No. 1 S cargo tank 

without opening the Bulkhead valve for 
equalizing the No. 1 P and No. 1 S tanks 
caused the vessel to develop a port list. 
(Note: When only one side tank pump 
is running, it’s the practice to maintain 

Thank you, readers for the large number of feedback and responses on the previous case study. Here’s a 
compilation of the answers received: 

From the incident narrated and your 
knowledge about the Ship operations, 
please provide your valuable 
responses for the following, 
1. What are the series of events that led 

to the accident?
2. Do you think the 3rd Engineer could 

have prevented the occurrence of this 
incident? If yes, in what way?

3. What could be the preventive measures 
undertaken to avoid occurrence of 
such incidents in future?

Manish M Keskar
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

apparent that he had suffered an internal injury 
to his back & lacerations to his legs.

The Trainee Marine Engineer was evacuated 
from the Engine Room and transferred to 
the ship’s hospital. He was provided first aid 
and then evacuated via the next available 
vessel ashore for medical treatment. This 
was a Medical Treatment case; no delay was 
caused to the vessel, and neither were there 
any commercial implications. The Trainee 
underwent medical treatment under the 
supervision of the Company doctor, and on 
being declared fit to work, requested leave to 
visit home. 

the same level on both tanks by opening 
bulkhead valve. Bulkhead valve upto max 
50% to be opened at any point of time.)

c) Combined effect of this list and trim caused 
the level of the No. 4 tank to reach a high 
level (99%) and cause ESD activation.

2. What was the neglect on the part of the 
Duty officer in CCR while the Cargo was 
being discharged from No.1 Cargo Tank?
As per company requirements CCR is 
required to be manned by the Chief officer and 
duty officer to be stationed on deck for safety 
checks and confirmation of line-up under 
critical stages of operation.

In this case, the duty officer was stationed in 
the CCR and oversaw the cargo operations 
with the Chief Officer monitoring from the 

deck. The duty officer overseeing CCR 
should have provided feedback to the Chief 
Officer on any abnormality or decrease of 
ullage in the No. 4 tank, which was missed 
out.

Neglect from the Chief Officer, in this case, 
was a major cause of this incident.

The Chief Officer missed following the 
standard protocols for cargo operations 
however the duty officer too remains 
equally responsible if stationed in CCR for 
monitoring and alerting the Chief Officer of 
any abnormality.

Also, the changes in the discharging 
sequence were not discussed and 
analyzed by the senior officers during the 
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Inter-House Indoor Games 
Championship

Chess
On 29th August 2022, the first match of the 
Chess tournament was played in a similar 
format to Table Tennis. Although all four 
houses gave their best, House Tapti and 
Ganga qualified for the final which was held 
on 7th September wherein House Ganga 
emerged victorious.

Carrom
The inter-house carrom tournament was 
initiated on 2nd September and was conducted 
in the league format with each house playing 
three matches. At the end of the league, house 
Ganga and Kaveri made it through to the finals 
and House Ganga triumphed over the others.

This marked the end of the Inter-House Indoor 
Games Championship It was truly thrilling 
to witness the competitive spirit shown by  
the cadets. 

As the rain washed the campus green and 
outdoor sports came to a halt, cadets were 
encouraged to participate in the Inter-House 
Indoor Games Championship. Events 
included table tennis, chess and carrom. 
Led by Sports Teacher Mr. L. Kakde, the 
events kicked off on 27th August 2022 with 
drumrolls and all involved were on their 
toes to lead their house to victory.  

Table Tennis
The tournament was conducted in the league 
format with the top two houses qualifying for 
the final. Table Tennis was played in singles 
and doubles format.

After a gruelling round of group stage matches 
the finals was held on 7th September, played 
between House Kaveri and Tapti where Tapti 
emerged as a winner. 
 
While in doubles format the final was played 
between players from House Ganga and Tapti, 
wherein Tapti also reigned champion. 

pre-discharge meeting.  Under normal 
circumstances, the discharge should 
have been done from the No. 3 tank to 
have the ship rise bodily upwards and 
avoid trim/ list on the loaded ship. This is 
to avoid such situations to happen.

3. What was the neglect on the part of 
the Chief Officer?
The following aspects were not handled 
properly by the Chief Officer.
a) Changes in discharging sequence 

were not analyzed and the discharging 
sequence was not modified to suit the 
last-minute changes suggested by the 
loading master.

b) As per standard Gas tanker practices 
Chief Officer shall be stationed on 
deck for keeping an overview of the 
operation. 

c) Distraction - Chief Officer was 
distracted by the ship chandler who 
was carrying important spares. He 
should not have indulged himself in 
such activity during critical stages of 
discharging operation.

4. Was the cargo plan correct in having 
to start the initial discharge from No.1 
Cargo Tank?
No, the cargo plan should have been 
amended to discharge from the No. 3 tank 
to have the ship bodily rise upwards and 
avoid trim/ list on the loaded ship which 
caused the No. 4 tank level to increase to 
a level that activated the ESD.

5. What changes could be incorporated 
into the Cargo Plan when vessel 
receives instruction from the terminal 
to discharge at a slow rate for a long 
duration during the initial condition?
When there are any changes in 
the planned sequence, especially 
discharging at a slow rate, the planned 
sequence should be revisited/ reworked 
to avoid excessive trimming and listing 
of the vessel. The associated risks for 
overflowing and activation of ESD on 
a fully loaded ship should be carefully 
considered and discussed in the pre-
discharge meeting.

It is a standard tanker practice to start 
discharging from the centre tank viz Tank 
No. 3 which causes a bodily rise of the 
ship without changing the Trim. Bulkhead 
valve is to be kept open for avoiding 
listing the vessel in case only one of the 
side tanks is being discharged. Left to right – Cdt. Manan (House Tapti), 

Cdt Cornelius (House Kaveri)

Left to right – Cdt. Sahil (House Tapti), Laxman Sir, 
Cdt. Cheran (House Ganga)

Left to right – Cdt. Aman and Cdt Ashutosh (House 
Ganga), Laxman Sir, Cdt. Sahil and Cdt. Manan 
(House Tapti)

Left to right – Cdt. Anurag and Cdt. Anand (House 
Ganga), Laxman Sir, Cdt. Sonal and Cdt. Saurabh 
(House Kaveri)
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Cdt. Abhiraj Singh 
DNS 33
SIMS Lonavala

Learning Safety at SIMS

The maritime industry depends on 
carrying out tasks efficiently and safely. 
Ensuring safe operations should be the 
second nature of every seafarer. It must 
be inculcated at the grassroots levels, and 
I have noticed that the Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies does just that. Whether 
it is a discussion of anecdotes and case 
studies by the faculty members and 
instructors, safety presentations given by 
cadets every week and posters placed in 
conspicuous places to make cadets aware 
of the importance of staying safe – all lead 
to the main goal of safety. 

Before joining the institute, I used to take 
matters regarding safety quite casually. When 
I joined the institute, I noticed how things 
were completely different here. Every person 
acknowledges the safety rules and follows 
them diligently, those who go against safe 
practices are brought on the right path using 

corrective measures. Wardens and senior 
cadets are there to point out unsafe practices 
and enhance situational awareness. 

Tasks as simple as walking can have involved 
risks and must be identified to avoid injury 
or damage. This comes by becoming aware 
of one’s surroundings. Some are gifted with 
it, while some develop it over time. The way 
cadets are trained ensures that some or 
the other way they know the risks and safe 
methods for almost all tasks.

The safety training starts right in the hostel 
block where cadets go up and down a fleet 
of stairs every day. In the stairway lobby, 
informational posters regarding safe conduct 
are posted for ready reference. Cadets are 
encouraged to hold the guard rail and walk in 
an orderly manner.

Fire drills are carried out on a monthly 
basis and are mandated as per the SOLAS 
regulation onboard a ship. The same is 
carried out for familiarisation in the hostel 
every month too. A quick, efficient and orderly 
evacuation ensures the safety of life. Fire 
safety posters, firefighting and detection 
equipment, firefighting and evacuation plans 

as per industry standards are available in 
every buildings of the campus - from the 
admin block to the hostel to the workshop. 
These were one of the things which caught my 
sight, and I made it a point to familiarise myself 
in every building I enter. Apart from buildings 
on campus, I now also look around for the 
location and type of fire extinguishers when I 
go to any shopping complex or a multiplex. 

Regular safety meetings ensure that cadets 
take an active part and research safe 
procedures for completing a task. The speaker 
and the listener both gain knowledge in the 
process. Since it is carried out in presence of 
a faculty, their expert knowledge is shared as 
well.

The curriculum prescribed by the institute and 
the basic STCW courses done by the cadets 
include a lot of information regarding safe 
operations at sea but also find an application 
on land. As a cadet during pre-sea training, 
one learns a lot of new things but there is 
always more to learn. I have understood that 
having an open mind is important as there 
is knowledge everywhere, one just needs to 
keep an open eye. 

Climbing up the Ropes in Marine Career 

Merchant Navy is one of the most 
important pillars of world’s economy and 
receiving an opportunity to make a career 
in it is a dream come true for me. Being 
an electrical engineer, in today’s scenario 
is one of the most important career 
options as the world is shifting towards 
electrical sources in order to keep our  
environment healthy.

I still remember the day when I heard about an 
opportunity for young electrical engineers to 
become Electro Technical Officer in shipping 
industry and I knew that I am not going to 
waste this golden opportunity.

I started my career with ESM as ETO Batch 
02 trainee cadet at SIMS Lonavala, where my 
batch mates and I were trained in a professional 

manner to understand the shipping industry 
requirement. After completing four months of 
training program in SIMS, I was able to join the 
main fleet of Executive Ship Management Pvt. 
Ltd Singapore as a Trainee Electrical Officer. 
During my training days, SIMS not only taught 
me discipline and a tough mindset, they also 
inculcated technical knowledge, and work 
ethics of shipping industry.

In SIMS, all cadets were taught leadership 
skills and group discussions were conducted 
along with situational tasks to develop qualities 
which will enable anybody to take charge 
during their onboard tenure. As a team of 20-22 
persons onboard, all officers are responsible to 
keep a safe and healthy working environment 
for all the crew members. 

I am glad to share my last sailing experience 
as Electrical Officer, which was a new 
challenge as the vessel was being taken over 
from another shipping company, with all the 
20 persons at the same time which bring a 
new leadership skill in my personality. It was 

Mr. Parth Khanna 
Electrical Officer
SIMS Alumni (ETO 02)

a lovely experience on board where my senior 
management have always let me freely do 
the jobs according to my plans and always 
supported me in some tough situations. 

I will bring to your notice that being an electrical 
officer, I have to work with engine team as 
well as deck team so managing my work with 
both the crew helps me to build stronger inter-
departmental relationships and leadership 
skills as it involves working with teams of 
different mindset. 

My gratitude to ESM for conducting 
regular seminars and meetings to upgrade 
all officers technically that boost our 
knowledge, confidence, management and  
leadership skills.

I also thank the faculty of SIMS who have 
always stood up to boost our morale in every 
situation, not only in the training days but also 
when we are sailing onboard. 
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Promotions Onboard ESM-Managed Fleet 
During Third Quarter of 2022

JE RAJAT YADAV
GME 21

JE SANDESH 
SAKHARAM 

JADHAV
GME 24

JE SANJEEV 
KUMAR SINGH

GME 25

JO TARUN RANA
DNS 020

JO HARPREET 
SINGH VIRDI

DNS 022

JE SHIVAM 
SRIVASTAVA
B Tech 006

JE DEVESH 
KUMAR
GME 23

JE PRASAD 
SUNIL MULIK

GME 25

JO ISHAN 
SANJEEV PAWAR

DNS 020

4E ABHAY 
ATULBHAI 
DADHANIA

GME 25

JE KARAN SANGWAN
GME 25

JE ABHISHEK 
KUMAR
GME 21

JO JASNEET 
SINGH

DNS 019

JO SACHIN 
SANJEEV
DNS 018

4E DENNIS 
DHIMAN

B Tech 006

JE CHANDAN 
BALKRISHNA 

LOKHARE
GME 25

JE SAMEER 
SOWKUR
GME 25

JO JESLIN JOHNY
DNS 018

JO ATMA SINGH
DNS 020

4E VIPIN 
AVVADAKKAM

GME 25

JE BILJO ELIAS
GME 25

JE ARNAV BHALLA 
B Tech 006

JO ARJUN RAJ 
KAYYALA 
VALAPPIL
DNS 018

JO ABHIRAM 
KOLOTH
DNS 018

4E AAKEEB 
ASLAM MUKADAM 

GME 24

JE ROHIT KUMAR
GME 24

JE ANAND KUMAR 
GME 25

JO REHAN 
ASHRAT KHOT

DNS 018

JO SOURAV 
KUMAR
DNS 020

4E VENKATA G. S. 
N. GALIDEVARA

GME 24

JE DHANRAJ 
KUTHANADI

GME 25

JE AJITH P. 
ASHOKAN

GME 26

JO ZORAWAR 
SINGH BATH

DNS 020

JO SHUBHAM 
KUMAR 

SRIVASTAVA
DNS 019

4E ANUBHAV RAJ
B Tech 006

3O JOBIN JOSE 
THATTIL
DNS 15

3O SACHIN 
KUMAR JAKHAR

DNS 020

3O JAGDEEP 
SINGH JOHAL

DNS 020

3O GOVIND 
KUMAR
DNS 021

3O ABHISHEK 
SINGH JAMWAL

DNS 020
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Sumit Dogra 
3/O 
ESM Vessel 
Chembulk Barcelona

Crossword Puzzle

Answers

Across: 3. SHACKLE  5. COMPASS 7. PUMP 8. ALARM 11. STEWARD 12. DECK 13. PANTING 17. PANPAN 20. MOORING 21. RORO

Down: 1. MARPOL 2. MAYDAY 4. SOLAS 6. SCUPPER 9. ROUTEING 10. NAUTICAL 14. TRAMP 15. LINER 16. CARGO 18. IMO 19. ROPE 22. RAG 

Cdt. Khot Abhijeet 
Ravindranath 
DNS-33
SIMS, Lonavala

Across
3.  The main components of an anchor 

cable 
5.  A simple device used for direction.
7. A machine used to push fluids from one 

point to another
8. An audio/visual alert from a device.
11. Crew member, serving meals.
12. Ship “floors”.
13. Flexing of ship’s hull during pitching.
17.  Signal for urgency.
20. Securing a ship.
21. Type of ship used to transport vehicles.

Down
1.  Convention dealing with marine 

pollution
2.  Signal for distress.
4.  This IMO Pillar came in after the Titanic 

was lost.
6.  Drains on ship, especially on deck.
9. Planning the vessel’s path on a chart.
10. Navigators ____________ publications 

are usually issued by Admiralty.
14. Trade without a fixed schedule.
15. Trade with a fixed route.
16. What a ship carries.
18. UN Organisation responsible for 

Shipping regulations
19. A group of yarn, fibres, or strands that 

are twisted or braided together into a 
larger and stronger form

22.  An oily ______ must be stowed and 
disposed off responsibly.



Thanks so much for inviting me and my wife to the graduation ceremony.
Takeshi Sutani

Chairman
M/S “K” Line (India) Pvt. Ltd. 

Thank you Capt. S. Hati and Shirish Kumar for taking your valuable time to show us around your beautiful 
campus. I would say this is a very well organised and well equipped institution. 

Thank you and best of luck with your mission.
Dr. Mohamed Shareef

Vice Chancellor
The Maldives National University

Indeed a great honour to visit the institute. The training facilities are excellent and gives 
the look of the student atmosphere and learning.

Capt. Mohamed Zaid
HOC, Centre for Maritime Studies
The Maldives National University

Good education school! Thank you.
Toshiaki Fujiwara

Senior Managing Director
Shoei Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. Japan

It was a great honour to visit SIMS. Training facilities are excellent especially Ship-in-Campus. This will give 
students a very good atmosphere for learning. In addition the lecturer was very outstanding in their subject. 

Campus atmosphere was very friendly for students. Thank you, Shirish Kumar. 
Thank you, Capt. S. Hati for showing all facilities.

Capt. Ahmed Zubair, FNI
Lecturer, Centre for Maritime Studies,

The Maldives National University

Thank you for giving good opportunity to see your good facilities.
Shuhei Yamamoto

Crew Section Marine Dept.
Shoei Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. Japan

Visitors’ Comments 
Third Quarter, 2022

Photography by:
Mr. Sagar Patil
IT Department

SIMS, Lonavala




